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ABSTRACT
Motion Estimation (ME) is an integral part of any video
encoder and a large number of Block Matching Motion
Estimation (BMME) Algorithms are proposed to cope the
computational complexity and increase quality of ME process
requirement. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the
performance of these ME algorithms for different motion
activities. In this paper five fast famous BMME algorithms
are considered to evaluate their performance on the basis of
ME time, search points, PSNR and Means Square Error
(MSE). The algorithms evaluated in this paper are considered
for state of the art video compression standards like MPEG 1,
to MPEG4 and H.261 to H.264. Results show that the PSNR
of Diamond Search (DS) is best for all test video sequences,
whereas, Hardware Modified DS takes maximum number of
search points to calculate motion vector. Moreover, hexagon
search algorithm takes minimum number of search points but
its PSNR is considerably lower than the other algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
H.264/AVC video compression standard has a wide range of
application from low data rate like video streaming to High
Definition Television (HDTV) broadcast. Motion Estimation
(ME) is a critical and computationally expensive part of any
video encoder which reduces temporal redundancy between
two or more successive video frames. ME algorithms are used
to compute the displacement between reference and current
frame in the video encoder. Normally, previous frame is
considered as a reference frame. The luminance of pixel in the
current frame and in reference frame has some correlation
with its neighborhood, which is used to determine the best
matching position of pixels intensity values of current frame
in reference frame. Where accurate match is found, difference
in the positions of current and reference frame is calculated
which is called Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD). The
displacement vector for this SAD is defined as the Motion
Vector (MV) [1–2].
There are two basic types of ME process [3], the first one is
called pixel based ME, whereas, the second is block based
ME. The pixel based ME technique is also known as the
optical flow method. It works on the basic assumption of
brightness constancy which states that the intensity of a pixel
remains constant when it is displaced in the consecutive video
frame. In this scheme, MVs are determined for every pixel in

the frame. In block-based ME approach, the current frame is
divided into nonoverlapping blocks (for example, the seven
possible modes of a block like 16×16, 16×8, 8×16, 8×8, 8×4,
4×8, 4×4 are used in H.264) [4]. These blocks are called
Macro Blocks (MB). One frame consist of 396 MBs for case
of CIF (352x288) video if MB size is 16×16. One best MV is
calculated in the reference frame for every MB of current
frame [5]. The algorithms which use block-based ME
technique are known as Block Matching ME (BMME)
algorithms. BMME algorithms remove temporal redundancy
between two or more adjacent video sequences, and are
essential part of most video coding standards like MPEG-4 or
H.264 / HEVC [6].
The best match or MV is calculated by using a cost function
in BMME algorithms. This cost function is based on a
Minimum Block Distortion (MBD). The cost function may be
the SAD or Mean Absolute Differences (MAD) and Mean
Squared Error (MSE) [7, 8]. All these cost functions are given
in the following equations respectively.
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Where N2 is the total numbers of pixels of a macro bock, Cij
and Rij are the intensity values at the pixel (i, j) being
compared in current MB and reference MB, respectively.
The ME is the most expensive part of video compression
process in term of computational complexity and it takes
greater than fifty percent of overall encoding time when
consider only one reference frame. Moreover, computational
cost increases relatively as the number of reference frames
increases gradually. For example, for four reference frames
computational cost of ME is about 70% of encoding cost [5].
Due to such high computational cost, this field has gone
through a tremendous research activity. There are many type
of ME algorithms such as Three Step Search (TSS) [9], New
Three Step Search (NTSS) [10], Simple and Efficient Search
(SES) [11], Four Step Search (FSS) [12], Diamond Search
(DS) [13], Hardware Modified Diamond Search (MDS) [14],
Adaptive Rood Pattern Search (ARPS) [15] and Cross
Diamond Search (CDS) [16]. Moreover, a merge and split
procedures based fast variable block-size motion estimation
algorithm is proposed in [17] for MPEG-4/ H.264 and to
increase the coding efficacy of latest video encoder like ITUT H.263and MPEG-4 visual, a multi-frame prediction based
algorithm is proposed in [18].
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Among these large number of ME algorithms it is necessary
to determine which algorithm performs better than the others
for a specific type of motion activity. Therefore, in this paper,
I have evaluated the performance of various fast ME
algorithms like DS, MDS, FSS, HexBS and Flatted HexBS.
Moreover, HD videos (720p) are also used for performance
evaluation of ME algorithms. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the some famous
BMME algorithms. Results are discussed in Section 3 and on
the basis of results, conclusion is made in Section 4.

2. REVIEW OF FAST ME
ALGORITHMS
A large number of BMME algorithms are proposed to
decrease computational cost and increase quality of ME
process requirement in any video encoder. Some fast famous
BMME algorithms are discussed below.

2.1

Full-Search BMME Algorithm

Full search (FS) is very basic technique for ME, which
compute best MV by searching all possible locations in the
search window exhaustively. Therefore, it leads to a very high
computation during ME process. FS gives best PSNR among
any other BMME algorithm because it computes the MBD at
every possible search location in the predefined search
window, as a result a best MV is computed [19]. The whole
process illustrate in Fig. 1 in which shows that best MV is
computed by search sixteen possible locations in the search
window.

Fig 1: FSBMME, Reference and Current Frame

Fig 2: Four Step Search procedure

2.3. Diamond Search (DS)
DS is very famous algorithm and accepted in the MPEG-4
Video Verification Model version 14.0 [20]. The DS
algorithm uses two different types of fixed diamond shaped
search patterns, one is large diamond search pattern (LDSP)
and the other is small diamond Search pattern (SDSP).
DS algorithm starts by applying LDSP on the macroblock,
and then there are two cases, in first case if the MDB occurs at
center point of LDSP and in other case MDB occurs at outer
corner of demand. For first case, the search pattern is switched
from LDSP to SDSP and finds MBD. Whereas in other cases,
if MDB occurs at outer corner of demand then LDSP is
applied again until MDB occurs at center point. Finally SDSP
finds the MBD as the last step of DS algorithm. The MBD
provides the best MV for best matching block among all five
points in SDSP [13].
The search procedure of diamond search is illustrated in Fig 3,
which shows that LDSP is applied two times and at second
iteration the MDB obtained at center of LDSP. Then SDSP
is applied and final MBD point set as best MV. So, the whole
process takes sixteen search points within three iterations to
compute final MV.

2.2. Four Step Search (FSS)
The general idea of Four Step Search (FSS) is represented in
Fig 2. It uses a fixed pattern having size is equal to 2 for the
first step and not based on the value of search parameter. It
complete search in four steps. In first step it searches nine
locations in a window of size 5x5 pixel. If MBD is available
at the middle of 5x5 window then the search procedure moves
to 4th step and stop the search after finding MBD by using
small nine point search pattern, which is known as halfway
stop. In other case it moves to the second step by setting the
MBD point as center of 5x5 search window. If the MBD point
is at center of 5x5 window in step two then stop search by
performing fourth step otherwise third step is performed
exactly the same as 2nd step. In the fourth step the pattern size
decrease from 2 to 1 which causes to reduce the window size
up to 3x3. At the end of fourth step search the MBD point is
considered as the best corresponding MB and the MV is send
for this location. This algorithm takes 17 checking points as a
best case while 27 points as worst case [12]. The search flow
of FSS is shown in Fig. 2 in which best MV is computed by
searching 24 points.

Fig 3: Search flow of DS

2.4. Hexagon Based Search (HexBS)
The Hexagonal Based Search (HexBS) algorithm is
implemented in H.264/AVC [21] and use two types of search
patterns with different sizes like as DS algorithm but the
pattern shape is hexagonal instead of diamond. The larger
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search pattern consists of 7 check points, called Large
Hexagonal Search Pattern (LHSP) while the smaller consist of
five check points like SDSP which is named as Small
Hexagonal Search Pattern (SHSP) as shown in Fig 4.

and terminate the search procedure by setting minimum MBD
position as best MV.

2.6. Hardware Modified Diomand Search
(MDS)
MDS ME algorithm is designed to reduce the complexity of
algorithm when implemented on the hardware and uses two
types of search pattern like Modified Diamond Search Pattern
(MDSP) which consist of seventeen points and LDSP having
thirteen search points as shown in Fig 7.

SHSP

LHSP

Fig 4: Hexagon Search Patterns
The search process of HexBS algorithm is exactly the same as
DS algorithm only the difference is that in first step it checks
seven points by using LHSP. In step one if the MBD at the
middle point of LHSP then jump to last step otherwise, in next
step make the least position as origin and repeat previous
iteration until the least position becomes at center. Moreover,
leave all the points that were searched in previous step. In last
step use the SHSP by setting new origin around MBD point
and find the best math location which is set as MV [22, 23].

The MDS ME algorithm compute best MV in three steps and
start search by applying MDSP at center of search window
and find the MBD point in step 1. In second step the MBD
point set as new origin and apply LDSP to identify new MBD
for last third step. Apply LDSP again in last step and MBD
point declared as best MV. Therefore, it can be noted that the
MDS algorithm always use a fixed 41 search points in each
step to calculate each MV [14].

2.5. Novel Flated Hexagon Based Search
(FHS)
The FHS uses flatted shaped hexagon search pattern (FHSP)
instead of uniform hexagon and a small hexagon search
pattern same as SDSP, as shown in Fig 5.
(a) MDSP

(b) LDSP

Fig 7: MDS search patterns

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

SHSP

FHSP

Fig 5: Flatted Hexagon Search Pattern
The FHS algorithm find MV by using flatted hexagon search
pattern [24]. The Search flow of FHS algorithm is shown in
Fig 6 in which best MV is found in four iterations.

Fig 6: Search process of FHS ME algorithm
The FHS algorithm starts search by setting FHSP at the origin
(0, 0) of the search window. If MBD is found at the center of
the FHSP, then apply SHSP and stop search, otherwise again
apply FHSP by setting minimum MBD as origin until
minimum point found at center position. Then apply SHSP

The compilation and simulation is done by using MATLAB
2014a software tool. The specifications of the computer
system which is used for the compilation and simulation are:
Intel® Core™2 Duo CPU T6570 @ 2.10G processor, 2 MB
L2 Cache, 800 MT/s FSB, 4 GB DDR3 RAM, video card of
512 MB memory and 32bit Windows®7 operating system.
Various parameters were used for simulation like video
format is “yuv”, MB size is 16 and search range is +8 etc.
Moreover four performance measuring parameters like
Number of Search Soints (SP), ME time, PSNR and MSE
were used for performance evaluation of five famous fast
BMME algorithms like DS, HexBS, FHS, FSS and MDS.
Eleven different video sequences [25], each having 100 video
frames were used during the experiment for better analysis of
each ME algorithm. Moreover, I also include some HD (720p)
videos in my analysis by keeping in mind the upcoming HD
video broadcasting requirements. The test video sequences are
selected on the basis of different motion activities [26]. For
example, InToTree and OldTownCross are the 720p videos
having unidirectional and low motion contents. Similarly, for
CIF videos, News, Akyio and Miss America are the video
sequence having very low motion contents, but Foreman,
Soccer, Football and Bridge Close are having multidirectional and high amount of motion activity. In addition
with the HD videos like DucksTakeOff and Parkjoy having
moderate unidirectional motion and high bidirectional motion
respectively.
The number of SP for computing MV by any algorithm
directly effect on computational complexity and ME time. The
large number of SP means that the algorithm is more
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computationally complex and takes excessive ME time for
MV calculation. Therefore, number SP is very important
parameter for performance evaluation. The average number of
SP of one MB for 100 video frames from different test video
sequences to calculate the MVs by each algorithm is shown in
Fig 8. It can be observed that HexBS takes minimum number
of search points whereas MDS still takes maximum number of
search points for all types of video sequence. FHS ME
algorithm takes approximately same number of search points
where there is low unidirectional motion contents.

Fig 10 shows the average PSNR taken by each algorithm to
calculate the MVs of 100 videos frames of different test video
sequences.

Fig 10: Average PSNR of 100 HD and CIF video frames
PSNR of DS, FHS and FSS is approximately same for all of
the video sequences. The PSNR of MDS algorithm is worst
for all the video sequences except Parkjoy and Football.
PSNR of HexBS is less than the MDS for these two video
sequences.
The results for average MSE of 100 frames from different test
video sequences taken by each algorithm to calculate the MVs
is shown in Fig 11.

Fig 8: Average number of SP of 100 HD and CIF video
frames
Fig 9 shows the results for average ME time of 100 frames of
different test video sequences taken by each algorithm to
calculate the MVs.

Fig 11: Average MSE of 100 HD and CIF video frames

Fig 9: Average ME time of 100 HD and CIF video frames
It can be observed that ME time is quite high for MDS for all
types of video sequences because it also takes more SP than
other, however, HexBS performs well for approximately all
the video sequence in term of ME Time. While the FSS is at
fourth number in term of ME time.
Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and MSE performance
parameters gives the information about quality measurement.
Higher the PSNR, more accurate calculated MV. The PSNR
can be computed by using equation 3.

 ( peak to peak value of orignal data ) 2 
PSNR  10 log10 

MSE



As PSNR is a function of MSE, so greater the PSNR, lower
the MSE. MSE of DS is approximately same as the other ME
algorithms, but DS has the lowest MSE and outperforms all
the ME algorithms in case of MSE. Whereas, MSE of MDS
and HexBS is quite high as compare to the rest of the
algorithms.
The ME algorithms can be categorized from the following
expression, in term of SPs taken to compute MVs:

MDS

› FSS › DS › FHS › HexBS

The overall performance of ME algorithms in term of PSNR
can be categorized as follows:
DS

› FHS › FSS › HexBS › MDS

The PSNR of MDS and HexBS vary for some video
sequences, but always remain less than the other algorithms.

(3)

4. CONCLUSION
This paper evaluates the performance of five fast BMME
algorithms by considering four critical performance
measuring parameters. The results show that HexBS takes
minimum number of SP and ME Time for both, HD and CIF
videos, to calculate MVs with some loss of PSNR as
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compared to other algorithms. FHS is at second number in
term of SPs HexBS and gives improved results for PSNR but
less than DS. FSS and MDS are at fourth and fifth number in
term of SP and ME time, whereas, PSNR of MDS has also
degraded for multidimensional sequence. Moreover, DS
computes more accurate MVs than the other ME algorithms.
Therefore, it can be concluded that DS is the recommended
algorithm when high quality of accuracy is required like video
surveillance etc. Whereas, HexBS can be used for the
scenarios where quality can be compromised but fast
encoding is the key requirement, like videos conferencing and
live streaming applications.
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